We are a specialist provider of technologically advanced survey and inspection equipment from
leading manufacturers worldwide. We draw from more than 20 years’ experience in the rental
and sale of products for operations and projects in a diverse range of sectors internationally.
But we’re more than a conventional supplier: we’re

Logistically, we’re ready to respond when your needs are

equipped to add further value because of the broader

urgent and time is short. Our customers operate all over

service offering across Unique Group.

the world, and we’re primed to support them 24/7.

Technically, we provide specialist advice and support -

Unique Group is best positioned to meet customer

24 hours and 7 days a week – before, during and after

requirements with full service centres in the USA, UK,

your project.

the Netherlands, South Africa, the United Arab Emirates,

Commercially, we work to build long-term relationships
with customers and create an environment that inspires
confidence, trust and security.
More than that, we apply the financial strength of
Unique Group to invest in leading-edge technology that
can provide you with a cost-effective solution – and a
competitive advantage.

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, India and Singapore supporting
customers across Asia Pacific.
GSE Rentals is now part of Unique Group. The acquisition
strengthens Unique’s presence in non oil and gas markets,
with a focus on offshore renewable energy projects,
submarine cables, dredging, ports and harbours and
civil projects.
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Survey

Subsea

IRM (Inspection, Repair and Maintenance)

Our portfolio of survey equipment is routinely

We provide state-of-the-art equipment in

Our comprehensive range of inspection

augmented by the latest technology to ensure

the areas of subsea positioning, tooling

equipment conducts all your subsea and

we have the solution you need.

and ROV sensors, supporting all aspects

topside inspection programmes.

of offshore operations.
Ultrasonic Equipment

For the marine market, our track record
encompasses operations in ports and

ROV Sensors

MPI

harbours, offshore renewables, cable

Subsea Positioning Equipment

CP

ROV Tooling

Eddy Current

Surface and Subsea Positioning Equipment

Multiplexors

Flooded Member Detection

Motion Sensors

Leak Detection

Remote Visual Inspection

Geophysical Equipment

Pipe and Cable Trackers

Hydrographic Equipment

Video Telemetry

Oceanographic Instrumentation

Imaging and Profiling

installation and civil construction.

Winches

www.uniquegroup.com/survey

